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Back speaker not working android

Yesterday, the external speaker of my Note 2 suddenly stopped in the middle of the day. Did nothing to damage the phone -- no exposure to water or shock. It was in my hip holster for most of the day as usual. I uninstalled a new app and a few apps that were updated yesterday to make
sure they weren't the problem. Checked all the sound settings I could find, but they all looked good. Restarted a few times, including once with pulling the battery. No change. The phone also doesn't play the normal sounds when booting, which makes me think it's not software-related. I
checked the audio settings with Elixr and the phone seems to think that the speaker is working normally -- i.e. it does not appear to be silent, in silent mode, connected with a wired headset, etc. Audio plays well over a wired headset and the phone earphone speaker works well for phone
calls. The only thing unusual that I have seen with my phone recently is that occasionally a message like auto mode would appear when charging, although I have done nothing to activate any kind of auto mode. Not sure what this might cause or whether it is even related. Are there any
suggestions for anything else before I contact Verizon for a warranty claim for a defective speaker? I have the extended warranty, so it costs nothing but my time to migrate everything to a replacement device. I just want to make sure I don't have to swap for a refurb phone if I don't have to.
08-03-2013 10:51 AM Like 1 I had this problem once with my HTC EVO. The service center said that the headphone plug got dust in it or something. They blew it out and then put a head in and out a couple of times and it cleared up... never had the problem again. Could try 08-03-2013
13:14 Like 0 I had the same problem with my Nexus 4 suddenly no longer working. Tried everything, but after 2 days suddenly began to work without doing anything. 16.08.2013 07:05 How 0 I had to bring back my grade 2, when this happened, they sent me a Since then I have no
problems with my note 2. 16.08.2013 17:27 Like 0 I have the same problem just the speaker suddenly treaded nothing was only it stopped I had the cable problem as well as suddenly it from end u bin use to use Apple product now moved to Samsung Galaxy Note 2 and it started to
collapse after a year doing all kinds of garbage things swearing u Samsung don't spend another dime on the thing &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;gt; 09-12-2013 07:55 AM How 0 I just wanted to say thank you so much I've been
looking everywhere for a way to get my noisy speaker back on and I thought for sure it was the hardware, but when I saw y'all post here I said what the heck I gave it a shot and took the phone back and blew through the speaker a few times and nothing happened , then I was just about to
change this website, then suddenly it started to react to me, touching the screen again and making the sound, it is meant!! Thank you for such a simple solution! By: Sladeicus 02-09-2014 04:38 Am Like 0 Good discussion guys. I wish my problem was so simple. My Goophone 8Core had a
similar problem. 3 months old (new) external speaker stopped working. All settings are OK. When noticed that when it is connected to the power supply, it works well. Rings, can play music, keyboard sounds all good. Once you unplug it, only the external speaker will stop working. Trying to
disconnect the plug from the power supply while it was playing music, speaker would actually work for a while and then it would stop until I reconnected it. Battery is new good looking. Had no chance to try new battery, but this happens regardless of whether battery is at 20% or 100%.
Unfortunately, Goophone guys are not very helpful. All ideas are appreciated. 04-07-2014 06:20 AM Like 0 Yes I have the same issue and with the same SD Card.. I uninstalled some apps that stopped working on my 8mb SD CARD. If my external speaker stops working..... I am an
electronics engineer who I have tried to look at all audio settings. But this is not a software problem.... At least not with me.... Fix i just fix my Android off.. then the back opened Blew on the speaker and touched it with my index finger.. Why.. I think this is a grounding problem because it's a
problem that acts at will and fixes itself ... So I hope this will help others... My Speaker is switched on. Tahir Elvira Suljic likes this. 17.04.2014 06:27 How 1 What should I do if I have audio problems with my speaker? After each step, please try to use the speaker phone. 1. Turn the phone
off and on. It is also recommended to remove the battery, wait for 15 15 and then reseat the battery and device. 2. If you are using a case or holster, please remove the phone from the case or holster. Some cases or holsters are known to cover the speaker that pronounces audio. 3.
Increase the speaker volume. In a call, touch the speaker. Increase the volume by selecting the top volume button on the side of the phone. 4. Make a call without using the hands-free, wired or Bluetooth devices. If the phone can make a call without any problems using the hands-free
system, the problem is with the phone's speaker. 5. Perform a software update. From the home screen, touch the home key. Touch settings. Touch over phone. Touch system updates. If a software update is available, select Update. 6. Perform a Factory Data Reset. If problems persist,

running a Factory Data Reset will simper the phone's memory and return the phone to its factory-standard state. Factory Data Reset is a tool that is used to remove everything that has been imported, added, or installed on the device. Remember when using this feature; everything is
deleted. Nothing stored on the MicroSD is affected. Your contact and e-mail information is automatically backed up to the Gmail server. Your data is restored when you log on with your user name and password. On your phone's screen, touch the home key. Touch settings. Scroll down and
touch Privacy. Scroll down and touch Factory Data Reset. Touch Reset Phone. Touch delete everything. After the phone restores power, sign in with your Gmail account to restore your phone. 08-06-2014 07:34 Am Like 0 Sometimes the copper pieces are pushed too far down so that they
do not connect with their counterparts. Taking apart the phone is easy.. only the battery and a few screws. Be careful when lifting out the black plastic pad, as a thin adhesive strip is glued to one of the connectors on the motherboard. Just take a small screwdriver or some lace and gently lift
on the copper springs on the daughter board. put everything back together and start the phone. Hope this helps. =) Sammie 04-11-2015 12:53 PM Like 0 I'm very late, but I just had this problem today and I was led to this link. I fixed my problem with it. Get a friend to call your phone to get it.
and turn on the speaker so you can hear its voice on an external speaker. when you hear the sound. That's it. its now fixed. check again. I had the same symptoms. external speaker has been detected. but does not work. A reboot didn't help either. but this fixed it 07-24-2015 05:44 AM Like
0 0 0 Sometimes the copper pieces are pushed too far down here, so that they do not connect with their counterparts. Taking apart the phone is easy.. only the battery and a few screws. Be careful when lifting out the black plastic pad, as a thin adhesive strip is glued to one of the
connectors on the motherboard. Just take a small screwdriver or some lace and gently lift on the copper springs on the daughter board. put everything back together and start the phone. Hope this helps. =) Sammie This solid mine. Thank you a million! 14.08.2015 15:01 As 0 Yesterday the
external speaker of my Note 2 suddenly stopped in the middle. Did nothing to damage the phone -- no exposure to water or shock. It was in my hip holster for most of the day as usual. I uninstalled a new app and a few apps that were updated yesterday to make sure they weren't the
problem. Checked all the sound settings I could find, but they all looked good. Restarted a few times, including once with pulling the battery. No change. The phone also doesn't play the normal sounds when booting, which makes me think it's not software-related. I checked the audio
settings with Elixr and the phone seems to think that the speaker is working normally -- i.e. it does not appear to be silent, in silent mode, connected with a wired headset, etc. Audio plays well over a wired headset and the phone earphone speaker works well for phone calls. The only thing
unusual that I have seen with my phone recently is that occasionally a message like auto mode would appear when charging, although I have done nothing to activate any kind of auto mode. Not sure what this might cause or whether it is even related. Are there any suggestions for anything
else before I contact Verizon for a warranty claim for a defective speaker? I have the extended warranty, so it costs nothing but my time to migrate everything to a replacement device. I just want to make sure I don't have to swap for a refurb phone if I don't have to. The same problem bro
04-02-2017 04:31 AM Like 0 Just happened with my mom Infinix Note 4 it just had to turn off remove the rear cover, blew the speaker a few times..... And turned it on and it now okay. Thanks to some contributions I have seen here. 20.02.2018 14:56 How 0 My phone sound suddenly
stopped working... I tried everything I turned on from rebooting it all worked nothing finally found a link that showed me the reason why my phone was that my headset was the headset cleaned and boommy sound started to work when that helps someone open out your headset... I just blew
my head a few times and it worked... 05-05-2018 17:08 Like 0 Thanks to everyone!!!! I never thought that blowing through the speaker with my mouth might fix it, but it actually did. I am so happy and thank you to everyone on this page!! 07/18/2018 07:47 As 0 0
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